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“Whatever else happens, and we may expect dark days ahead, never doubt that in this moment, beneath this perfect

blue sky, on this warm September day, you are loved as no other woman has ever been loved before. You are loved for

all that you are, for all you once were, and for all that you will come to be.” – Fitzwilliam Darcy

Lady Lambert, or Elizabeth Bennet as she was once known, appears to have made the perfect match. Having refused

Mr Darcy’s proposal of marriage at Hunsford, she is now married to a viscount. Yet beneath her fine clothes beats a

heart filled with regrets. Dark secrets lurk in every corner of her elegant London townhouse, and while she might

have at her disposal many excellent and numerous carriages, they all seem to take her places she does not truly want

to go.

Into her, now desolate, existence comes Mr Darcy again, a changed man, a better man, the very best of men, and still

very much in love with her. Is it all impossible? She ought to resist him, yet she cannot stay away. Theirs is a

dangerous, scandalous love. 

In an age when women are owned by their husbands, can a wife escape a husband she has come to loathe, and when

there is blood on her hands, how will Elizabeth explain herself?

***************************************************

A Pride and Prejudice variation from the author of The Coming of Age of Elizabeth Bennet, Ardently and When We
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Are Married. 
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